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COMING THIS FALL!
In 1950, the Canadian Pacific Railway sold its last plot of land in the South Vancouver area
that would soon become known as Oakridge. What had previously been an undeveloped
forest quickly grew into a dense neighbourhood, attracting many young families, including
both local Jews and those newly arriving from abroad.
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exhibit chronicles the rise and decline of this region so central to our community's history.
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
LET US TELL YOUR STORY!

Recently, Jennifer, our JMABC archivist, told me that someone from California had been
researching my family through the JMABC website. I suggested to Jennifer that she give this
person my email address so he/she could contact me directly, which Jennifer did. It turned out
that this person, Pat, is a very distant relative of mine who had been looking for information
about another distant mutual relative for her family tree. In searching on Google for this other
person, Pat discovered the JMABC website which has letters to and from this other relative
and my father from many years ago. Because of Pat’s search through our website, she is able
to add information to her family tree. She now knows that the person she was looking for was
my father’s cousin and I discovered that I have distant relatives in Minnesota and California all
of whom I had not previously known about. Pat said, “It is very rare and exciting to find such
information-rich personal documents, especially when one’s parents and grandparents saved
virtually NOTHING, as mine did.”
That is what the JMABC is all about. The website is accessible and of immense value to people
throughout the world. It is a vehicle from which people can hopefully find information about
family and friends.

“It is very rare and
exciting to find such
information-rich
personal documents,
especially when
one’s parents and
grandparents saved
virtually NOTHING,
as mine did.”

Our websiteis rich with valuable information. Unfortunately, as the volume of our content rapidly grows, the site is beginning to show
its age, becoming more prone to frequent crashes. Hence, our initiative to develop a new state-of-the-art website for which we are
seeking funds through the Indiegogo crowd-funding vehicle: https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/bringing-bc-s-jewish-history-toeveryone
We would love to tell your story. Please connect with the above link to watch our video and read about our proposal. If you have not
yet done so, contact our office to become a member. We are the one organization that touches every Jewish family and organization
in BC and which guarantees our history and community contributions live on.
Let us tell your story. Contact us to ensure that your family’s or organization’s history become part of our permanent records that can
be shared by many for years to come. http://www.jewishmuseum.ca

WHO WE ARE, WHAT WE DO, AND HOW WE DO IT
PUBLIC PROGRAMMING

•
•

Walking tours of old Jewish Vancouver and the Jewish
section of Vancouver Mountain View Cemetery.
Intersections: discussions with local experts to introduce
various and relevant topics for the Jewish and general
communities.

ARCHIVES AND PHOTOS

•
•

•

The Nemetz Jewish Community Archives is an extensive
3,000 square-foot space.
The Yosef Wosk Online Photo Library of the Jewish Museum
and Archives of BC is a collection of digitized photographs
and other documents from numerous organizations and
families.
The Admired Life program allows families of loved ones
buried at B.C Jewish cemeteries to create biographies that
can be accessed on smart phones.

PUBLICATIONS

Our three times a year periodical, The Chronicle, and our annual
journal, The Scribe, have thoughtful and interesting articles.
VOLUNTEERS

We are always looking for volunteers and can’t say enough how
appreciative we are of those who devote numerous hours to
conduct oral history interviews, transcribe such interviews, lead
walking tours, assist with archival processing and/or help out at
Intersections. Included among these is our dedicated board of
directors which meets regularly to plot JMABC’s ongoing future.
FUNDING

We are a beneficiary of the Jewish Federation of Greater
Vancouver but for ongoing funding depend on general donations,
specific donor directed contributions, and memberships and
grants for which we are grateful.

OUR WEBSITE AND ONLINE EXHIBITS

(http://www.jewishmuseum.ca) continues to be a comprehensive
record of our remarkable past with new exhibits added every year.

Perry Seidelman
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PUBLIC PROGRAMS

SEPTEMBER
SUN

7

WED

17
FRI

19
SUN

21
SUN

28
4

WALKING TOUR:
MOUNTAIN VIEW CEMETERY
guided by Daniella Givon
meet at 37th Avenue & Fraser St
2 pm - 3:30 pm
$10
INTERSECTIONS:
ETHICAL REFLECTIONS FOR THE NEW YEAR
with Mark Wexler
at the JMABC - 6184 Ash St
7 pm - 9 pm
$5 suggested donation

CLOSING DATE FOR OUR INDIEGOGO
FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN
igg.me/at/jewishmuseum
"Museums around the world are doing
amazing things to bring their collections to
life through innovative online exhibits. We
look forward to bringing you the same quality
of online exhibits filled with vitality."

WALKING TOUR:
GASTOWN & STRATHCONA
guided by Harry Hammer
meet at 700 E Pender St
11 am - 1 pm
$10
GENEALOGY SUNDAYS
in partnership with the Jewish
Genealogical Society of BC
at the JMABC - 6184 Ash St
by appointment only
1 pm - 4 pm
FREE

OCTOBER
SUN

19
SUN

19
THU

23

WALKING TOUR:
MOUNTAIN VIEW CEMETERY
guided by Daniella Givon
meet at 37th Avenue & Fraser St
2 pm - 3:30 pm
$10
WALKING TOUR:
GASTOWN & STRATHCONA
guided by Harry Hammer
meet at 700 E Pender St
11 am - 1 pm
$10

INTERSECTIONS / BUILT CITY:
PAST AND FUTURE LANDSCAPES
with Cornelia Hahn Oberlander
and Susan Herrington
at the Museum of Vancouver - 1100 Chestnut St
7 pm - 9 pm
$14 General | $11 Seniors & Students | $11 RAIC
Members | $10 MOV Members
Get Tickets:
https://oct23builtcityoberlander.eventbrite.ca

SUN

26

GENEALOGY SUNDAYS
in partnership with the Jewish
Genealogical Society of BC
at the JMABC - 6184 Ash St
by appointment only
1 pm - 4 pm
FREE

NOVEMBER
WED

19

WED

19
SUN

30

JEWISH HISTORICAL SOCIETY OF BC
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
at the JMABC - 6184 Ash St
6 pm

INTERSECTIONS:
JEWISH MUSEUMS OF THE WORLD
with Michael Geller
at the JMABC - 6184 Ash St
7 pm - 9 pm
(Immediately following our AGM)
$5 suggested donation

DECEMBER
WED

10
SUN

21

INTERSECTIONS: TOPIC TBA
Guest TBA
at the JMABC - 6184 Ash St
7 pm - 9 pm
$5 suggested donation

GENEALOGY SUNDAYS
in partnership with the Jewish
Genealogical Society of BC
at the JMABC - 6184 Ash St
by appointment only
1 pm - 4 pm
FREE

GENEALOGY SUNDAYS
in partnership with the Jewish
Genealogical Society of BC
at the JMABC - 6184 Ash St
by appointment only
1 pm - 4 pm
FREE

PRIVATE WALKING TOURS
JMABC Walking Tours are a perfect activity to mark any occassion. Do you
have a special anniversary or birthday coming up? Maybe some out-of-town
guests visiting for a wedding or a vacation. Are you looking for a relaxing
activity to do with your board or staff? Why not take a stroll through Gastown
& Strathcona, or Mountain View Cemetery, and learn about our community's
history?
JMABC Walking Tours run 90 minutes, and are led by highly informed
volunteers. They can be adapted to suit any theme. Group rates available.
Contact us today to book your date: info@jewishmuseum.ca
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SPECIAL PROGRAM

INTERSECTIONS / BUILT CITY: PAST AND FUTURE LANDSCAPES
with Cornelia Hahn Oberlander
CONFIRMED SPEAKERS:
Cornelia Hahn Oberlander, OC, a national treasure in Canada,
has been creating innovative landscapes for more than sixty
years. She has contributed to the designs of homes, high-profile
buildings and other sites around the world, including Robson
Square, the Law Courts, and the Museum of Anthropology in
Vancouver; and the Gardens of the National Gallery of Canada.
Oberlander’s designs combine social service, collaboration,
and deep environmental responsibility. Her recent work on
the Northwest Territories Legislative Assembly Building in
Yellowknife addresses the complex issues of place and ecology
in the fragile North.
Susan Herrington is a professor in the School of Architecture
and Landscape Architecture at The University of British
Columbia. She is author of Schoolyard Park, On Landscapes,
and most recently Cornelia Hahn Oberlander: Making the
Modern Landscape.

ABOUT THE BUILT CITY @MOV 2014/2015:
FASHION, FABRICATION & FUTURES IN FORM
SERIES:
The Jewish Museum and Archives of BC is pleased to present,
in partnership with the Museum of Vancouver and Architecture
Canada, a very special talk by the reknowned landscape
architect Cornelia Hahn Oberlander. This evening will serve as
the October edition of our ongoing monthly discussion series,
Intersections.
Renowned landscape architect Cornelia Hahn Oberlander joins
Susan Herrington, author of Cornelia Hahn Oberlander: Making
the Modern Landscape, in an illustrated conversation. The pair
will be joined by intervenors from Oberlander’s creative life.
This is an unique opportunity to share in the ongoing journey
of one of the world’s foremost landscape architects.

Museum of Vancouver
1100 Chestnut Street
Thursday, October 23, 2014
7:00pm
Admission: $14 General | $11 Seniors & Students | $11 RAIC
Members | $10 MOV Members
Get Tickets: https://oct23builtcityoberlander.eventbrite.ca
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Built City @MOV is an annual trio of visually animated
conversations, during which city-shaping ideas converge and
collide. Thinkers and doers from architecture, planning, design,
and other disciplines help us imagine the future of Vancouver.
This year we examine fashion, fabrication, and futures in
design and architecture. Where is the line between fashion
and innovation? How do the materials we use influence the act
of creation in clothing, landscape, and architecture? How do
past notions of the future live on and enrich our experience of
today’s city?
Built City @MOV is curated and presented in partnership
with Architecture Canada. The October 23, 2014 talk is
also presented in partnership with the Jewish Museum and
Archives of BC. Special thanks to our major sponsor: Homes &
Living Magazine.

PEOPLE AND PROJECTS

Katie Harris

Alysa Leonoff Routtenberg

This summer I worked as Digitization Assistant on the Fred Schiffer
Photography fonds . My job was to digitize selected photographic
negatives from Mr. Schiffer’s work and create digital files of these
images. This position was sponsored by the BC History Digitization
Program (of the Irving K. Barber Learning Centre at UBC) and my
goal was to digitize 1,000 negatives.

This summer I had the fantastic opportunity to work as the
Archives Assistant at the Jewish Museum and Archives office
thanks to the Young Canada Works program. For eight weeks I
focused on one of our biggest collections, the photography of
Fred Schiffer.

DIGITIZATION ASSISTANT

ARCHIVES ASSISTANT

I first became familiar with the Jewish Museum and Archives
last January when my Oral History class at UBC partnered with
Jennifer Yuhasz to conduct oral histories for JMABC’s Oral
History Program.
Digitizing photographs and negatives is essentially scanning
them - placing the negatives in film guides on a scanner, following
standards for resolution and colour, and creating TIFF and JPEG
files. The TIFFs are the archival files and remain untouched, while
the JPEGs are the high quality files made available for online
viewing.
As a professional photographer, Fred Schiffer’s photographs
were outstanding, but I do have a few favourites. I used to work
in radio and the images of Western Broadcasting Company taken
between 1972 and 1974 are some of the best to me. They include
pictures of Frank Griffiths, then co-owner of CKNW, and images
of known CKNW broadcasters taken in studio. In one image, Frank
Griffiths is seen wearing Vancouver Canucks cufflinks!
In September I return to UBC to complete my Master’s degree in
Library and Information Studies, and afterwards I hope to work in
digital collections.
It was such a pleasure for me to work on this project at the
Jewish Museum and Archives. It was an opportunity to view the
superb photographic work of Mr. Schiffer, gain more experience
in digital collections, and also meet and make new friends with the
wonderful staff, volunteers and other interns here this summer.

The project had me salvaging, sorting, re-housing, organizing,
digitizing and cataloging Schiffer’s photos from the 1950’s forward.
A majority of the photos I worked with were portraits taken in
Vancouver, as well as a small number of photographs from his
time spent living and working in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Much of his work was damaged by a fire that tore through his
studio in the late 1980s, and salvaging as many negatives as
possible was my job. As those who came into the office during
my first couple of weeks might remember, it was a very messy
job as I pulled apart boxes and boxes of scorched negatives, and
the dustbuster was never far from my desk. Ultimately I was able
to sort and salvage negatives from 1,300 different sittings, and
digitized more than 500 of these to be available online.
The resources needed to complete the entire Fred Schiffer
Photography collection are beyond the scope of available funding
at this time, but I look forward to seeing the work continued
with approximately 10,000 photographs eventually digitized and
exhibited in the future.
Though I greatly enjoyed my summer back home in Vancouver I
will be returning to Montréal in September to complete the final
year of my Masters of Library and Information Studies at McGill
University. This project allowed me to use my current courses as
well as my past studying Art History and Canadian History in a way
that kept me constantly interested and learning, and I cannot wait
to return to working in archives and libraries in the future.

Photo top left: Ray Haynes and a colleague at CKNW, 1974. Photograph by Fred Schiffer, L.23740. ©JMABC
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Schara Tzedeck Cemetery.
Rose Soskin (née Hyams)
was born on April 5, 1896.
She passed away April 24,
1987, in Vancouver, BC and
she too is buried in the
Schara Tzedeck Cemetery.

Elana Wenner

MUSEUM ASSISTANT
Elana worked tirelessly this summer developing our new online
exhibit, Oakridge: The Final Frontier. Researching the history
of this neighbourhood - the past heart of Jewish Vancouver
- Elana interviewed thirteen community members with ties to
the area. We are very grateful for the support of the Young
Canada Works program, which provided funding allowing us to
hire Elana this summer.
After celebrating her marriage in early August, Elana left us for
time in Hawaii before returning to Montreal to continue her
studies. We wish Elana all the best in her new marriage as she
works towards the completion of her MA in Jewish History at
Concordia University.

ONGOING PROJECTS
Thanks to JMABC volunteer Andrew Hinton, a truly unique
collection of material, the Morris Soskin and Rose Hyams
collection, recently donated by Helen Coleman, is currently
being processed. This is a remarkable collection of materials
that illustrates a true love story. This collection consists of a
series of love-letters written in 1921 between Morris Soskin
(who lived in Vancouver) and Rose Hyams (who lived in
Montreal).
For over 90 years this collection has been lovingly cared for by
Morris and Rose’s daughter, Helen Coleman. Originally stored
in two shoe boxes, each letter has now been carefully unfolded
and put into acid-free envelopes and boxes. It is currently being
inventoried and then it will be digitized.
Morris Soskin (son of Abraham Soskin and Annie Hankin) was
born on November 21, 1889 or 1890 in England. He passed
away November 11, 1940 in Vancouver, BC and is buried in the

At the end of 1920 or the
beginning of 1921 Morris
Soskin went to Montreal to
attend a Zionist meeting,
where he met Rose Hyams
and a love-affair for the ages
began. Only a few days later
in Montreal Morris proposed
to Rose, which she happily
accepted. However, Morris had to return to Vancouver, so
they decided that they would continue a courtship by writing
letters. With little money, they agreed that the only gifts they
would buy for each other would be books. So they often mailed
books to each other as well.
They were married in Montreal July 21, 1921. Soon after the
wedding, they moved to Vancouver.
Morris and Rose had two children, both born in Vancouver:
Theodore Samuel Soskin (March 7, 1926 - 1985) and Helen
Coleman (née Soskin) (June 10, 1929 - ).
Morris had a very successful law practice. For a short time he
had a partner, but for the most part he work independently.

COMPLETED PROJECTS
Thanks to the BC History Digitization Program and the Young
Canada Works program, we now have over 1,600 photographs
from the Fred Schiffer Photography fonds available for viewing
online. These photographs have not been researched since
Schiffer passed away in 1999. Hopefully, now this collection and
its photographer, Fred Schiffer, will finally receive some much
deserved recognition. This is only the first of many phases in
the processing and digitization of this collection. We are also in
the beginning stages of developing both a physical and online
exhibit of Schiffer’s work.
The Fred Schiffer Photograph collection [ca. 1940s-1999]
contains approximately 80,000 photographs and 4 metres
of textual records and artifacts. Most of the material digitized
is from the Vancouver series (1958-1999) which documents
family groups, weddings, news celebrities, judiciary, film,

Centre photo: Children opening presents, May 1966. Photo at right: Selections from the Soskin Letters.
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stage and music personalities, and many more. Portraits digitized
include Vancouver citizens of all walks of life juxtaposed with
prominent BC personalities (both Jewish and non-Jewish alike).
A smaller portion of the digitized photographs represent his work
from when he lived in Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Fred Siegfried Schiffer was born in Vienna on April 1, 1917. A
Law student at the University of Vienna until 1938, he reached
England as a refugee shortly before war broke out. He was the
sole survivor of his family of five, all of whom perished in the
Holocaust. In England he met his wife Olive, whom he married in
1942, and began his distinguished career as a photographer. Olive
and Fred had two children, Jennifer and Roger.
In 1948 the family set off to Buenos Aires, Argentina. There Schiffer
became a respected artistic and commercial photographer. In
1958, when political unrest in Argentina became unbearable, the
Schiffer family moved to Vancouver. Schiffer opened his studio
on Seymour Street where he quickly became Vancouver’s top
portrait photographer.
Schiffer had an impeccable eye and a gift for revealing portraiture,
– as you can see in the selections from his collection on the
following pages.

UPCOMING PROJECTS
Thanks to the Young Canada Works program, we will be hiring
a fall intern to fully process and make available for research the
Vancouver B’nai B’rith Hillel House fonds. The Vancouver B’nai
B’rith Hillel House fonds [ca. 1960-1997, predominantly ca. 19801997] consists of approximately 7 metres of textual records
relating to the administration and operations of the UBC Hillel
House. This project will cover two separate needs: preserving and
documenting this important collection of material; and making
the collection more accessible to the Jewish communities of all
of British Columbia by uploading a finding aid online.

ORAL HISTORY PROGRAM
Since our last publication, we have conducted 26 new oral history
interviews: Mark Babins; Dvori Balshine; Peter Barnett; Rabbi
Phillip Bregman; Harry Caine; Vivian Claman; Ted Cohn; Melvin
Davis; Irene Dodek; Mort and Irene Dodek; Zoltan Fleischer; Ron
Greene; Glenda Guttman; Michael James; Sarah Jarvis; Nomi
Kaplan; Lani Levine; Ed Lewin (twice); Allan Nortman; Sandy
Rogen; Ken Sanders; Perry Seidelman; Rita Weintraub; Gail Dodek
Wenner; and Harold Yochlowitz.

RECENT ACQUISITIONS
AND ARCHIVES’ HOLDINGS
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•

Sarah H. Tobe – Book: Lured North of the 49th, Jewish
Colonial Roots: Victoria, Vancouver Island, Canada - Spanning
Generations, Countries and Continents by Sarah H. Tobe;
Western States Jewish History, Vol. XLVI, No. 2/3, Winter/
Spring 2014. (See summary on page 12).
Esther Caldes – Kaplan's Deli menu.
Nomi Kaplan – Gallery and art exhibit guides showing/
featuring Nomi's art; photographs of Nomi's art and exhibits;
and three books on her family history.
Fay Riback – 2 bankers boxes of Hadassah-WIZO material
(almost all material on the Hadassah Bazaar), ca. 1980-1990.
Helen Coleman – Series of love-letters written between
Morris Soskin and Rose Hyams. These letters were written in
1921 between Vancouver (where Morris lived) and Montreal
(where Rose lived). (See summary on page 8).
Neil Ornstein – 1 box of various material from Neil Ornstein
including: miscellaneous programs and ephemera; 1956
Totem (UBC yearbook); newspaper clippings; ephemera
from B'nai B'rith, Hillel and Sigma Alpah Mu Mu Xi chapter
fraternity; Brotherhood Inter-Faith Society programs; 2
photographs; and two watercolour drawings.
Esther Nobleman (via her son Michael Nobleman) – Two
boxes of historical material collected by Esther (mainly on
Soviet Jewry).
Aaron Rosenthal – Two B’nai B’rith t-shirts.
Lucy Laufer – Self-published memoir from Bernard L.
Freeman; copies of photos from Shirley Gurevitch (Sarah
Emrman) to keep on file for Habonim (as we don’t have the
originals we don’t have copyright and therefore can’t use
them, but Lucy will tell her this and see if she will donate the
originals).
Cyril E. Leonoff – Book: Canada’s Jews in Time, Space and
Spirit, Edited by Ira Robinson (2013). Chapter on Vancouver
was co-written by Cynthia Ramsay and Cyril E. Leonoff.

Hillel House, UBC, 1986. Photograph by Cyril E. Leonoff, L.00070. ©JMABC
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SELECTIONS
FROM THE
SCHIFFER
COLLECTION

This page, top to bottom, left to right: L.23953, L.22650, L.23596, L.23933, L.22962, L.23006
Facing page, clockwise from top left: L.22923, L.23984, L.23996, L.23117, L.23294, L.22989, L.23122.
All photos by Fred Schiffer ©JMABC.
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NEW WEBSITE CAMPAIGN
We are happy to report that our website fundraising campaign
has seen tremendous success over the past few weeks. Since
launching our Indiegogo pitch on July 21st, word has spread
quickly and our generous supporters have contributed over
$14,000 towards our goal of $18,000. If you would like to
help us reach this goal before our deadline of September 19th,
please visit: www.igg.me/at/jewishmuseum

Indiegogo contributions
made so far: $14,079
Indiegogo goal: $18,000

Funds raised through Indiegogo will account for roughly onethird of the overall cost of this project. In addition, we have
recieved pledges from numerous local foundations and private
donors, totalling over $40,000. Once the campaign closes, we
will embark on the work of developing our new website.
To everyone who has contributed over the past month, Thank
You! A full list of all donors will be included in the next issue of
The Chronicle. Here is an overview of the progress we've made
so far:

Pledges to website campaign: $44,196

RECOMMENDED READING

"It feels like a door has been
unlocked and we can go through
it and learn about this part of our
family history."
A longstanding friend and supporter of the JMABC, Sally Tobe
is deservedly well-respected for her meticulous research of
Jewish life in the Pacific Northwest of North America.
Serving as Director and President of our governing body, The
Jewish Historical Society of BC, through the majority of the
1990s, Sally served seven years as the editor of our annual
journal, The Scribe.
Therefore, it is with great pride that we welcome into our
collection her latest work, Lured North of the 49th - Jewish
Colonial Roots: Victoria, Vancouver Island - Spanning
Generations, Countries and Continents. This book-length work
is the Winter/Spring 2014 issue of the journal, Western States
Jewish History (Vol. XLVI, No. 2/3).
Though the number of early Jewish settlers to Victoria was
small, they had a disproportionate impact on the growth of

the city. As Tobe states in
her foreword, "They were
miners, peddlers, traders,
cobblers,
merchants,
wholesalers, auctioneers,
and educators. Although
some were more humble
than others, if they were
enterprising the range of
opportunity was limitless. Literate and Anglo-Saxon educated,
they would soon distinguish themselves as legislators,
government advisors, civic leaders and mayors, founders of
industries, shipping men, philanthropists, and patrons of arts."
Tobe’s account follows the pioneering Davies and Schultz
families, using their exploits to illustrate the growth and
successes of the Jewish community of Victoria. Through her
research, Tobe developed a connection to the Schultz family
descendants, who expressed their gratitude for the opportunity
to know more about their ancestors, saying, “It feels like a door
[has been] unlocked and we can got through it and learn about
this part of our family history.”
Copies of this fascinating book are available at the JMABC for
loan or sale. Contact us to borrow or purchase a copy.

Sally Tobe with Margaret (Margie) Schultz (left) and Elizabeth (Liz) Bensted (right) (neé Schultz), great-granddaughters of S.D. Schultz,
Vancouver, BC, June 20, 2014. Photograph by Cyril E. Leonoff.
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MOUNTAIN VIEW CEMETERY RESTORATION

HOW MOUNTAIN VIEW CEMETERY IS CONNECTING FAMILIES
Historically, this project has ignited much curiosity and interest.
There are regularly scheduled waking tours through the cemetery,
highlighting the lives once lived by these pioneers. King David
High School students have researched some of these pioneers
and were pretty amazed by what they discovered. One student
discovered a family member buried in this cemetery that he was
not previously aware of.

What started out as a restoration project has led to the discovery
of people and stories long forgotten. In October 2012, Shirley
Barnett initiated the Jewish Restoration Project at Mountain View
Cemetery with the backing of The Schara Tzedeck Cemetery
Board. The purpose of the project was fourfold: research and
document the names of all those interred in the cemetery,
stabilize and restore the headstones, refurbish the grounds and
add amenities and educate the community with walking tours and
educational programming.
This cemetery, consecrated in 1892, was the only Jewish cemetery
in Vancouver for 34 years and is the key to unlocking early
Vancouver Jewish history. Names of families like Gintzburger,
Melekov, Letvinoff and Forcimer have left an unforgettable
mark on the Jewish community, yet sadly there are no family
descendants living now to continue their legacy. Nevertheless,
there are other families whose relatives are living and passionate
about being connected to their early pioneer roots. Descendants
of Zebulon Franks, Sarah Haniford, Abraham Grossman, Baby
Kulimovitz, Israel Camerman, Abraham Grossman and John
Herman, to name a few, have come forward to get involved in this
historic restoration project.
As a result of research and documentation, it came to light that
as many as 145 burial plots were not marked, and of those, 50
were babies. Consequently, a ceremony was held in October 2013
to recognize these 145 people with the placing of temporary
markers at each gravesite. The City of Vancouver, which owns the
Mountain View Cemetery, including the land which the Jewish
section occupies, kept records of all burials, which is why we
know the name and location of each grave. The ceremony was
very well attended and with the publicity surrounding this event
came descendants who until the present time did not know they
had family members buried at Mountain View. These descendants
have come forward to be involved in this restoration work, from
making a donation to placing a permanent stone where one had
never been installed.

With the advent of the opening of the new cemetery in New
Westminster in 1926, Mountain View became a second choice
and somewhat forgotten. As is the custom, in the early 1900s
patriarchs of the families would reserve a number of plots for
family members, until such time as they were needed. Years passed
and people moved away, leaving a large number of unoccupied
reserved plots. Genealogical research into locating descendants
of the owners of these reserved plots has been rewarding in
some cases, with family members discovering they now have a
historic connection to Mountain View Cemetery. In other cases,
with no descendants to claim ownership, some of these plots will
eventually become available for use. This cemetery, very rarely
used nowadays, is being rejuvenated and will once again be a
“living” and “working” cemetery.

Amenities include a “Kohanim” bench outside the gates of the
cemetery, as well as 2 benches inside the gates, a replication
of the historic entrance gate, garden walls on either side of the
entrance gate, a washing basin and pebble basin, and pathways
and family plot curbing uncovered and restored.
The latest technology is being incorporated into the workings of
this cemetery. The website and smartphone app, "Admired Life"
will enable a visitor to the cemetery access to information about a
person buried there via smartphone.
Funding for this restoration project has come from community
foundations, government grants, private family foundations, and
individual donors. The goal is to fund the restoration work needed
now as well as provide for maintenance of the work in perpetuity.
For more information please contact:
Myra Adirim – myra.mvc@gmail.com
Shirley Barnett – sbarnett@dayhu.com

Illustrations courtesy Pechet Studio and Cornelia Hahn Oberlander.
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MYSTERY PHOTO

Please help us identify the members of our community in the
photo above. This photo of a group of B'nai B'rith men (circa
1960) was originally published in the Jewish Western Bulletin
and is part of the JWB fonds. If you know who any of these
men are, please let us know! Contact us at: (604) 257-5199.
And thank you to everyone who helped us identify our last
mystery photo (at right), of the B'nai B'rith Lions Gate group,
originally published in the Jewish Western Bulletin in 1959.
The men pictured are:
Back row, l-r: Murray Turner (trustee), Sam Huberman
(member at large), Claude Koven (guardian), Monty Greenfield
(member at large), Morris Lank (member at large), Dave
Harris (member at large), Morris Coblin (warden), Harold
Lauer (secretary), Gordon Hoffman (financial secretary), Max
Miller (member at large), Myer Moscovitch (trustee).
Front row, l-r: Joe Sinclair (treasurer), Alec Jackson (chaplain),
Sam Gordon (president), Harvey Sinders (first vice-president),
Paul Tyer (second vice-president).
Missing: Roy Yacht (trustee).
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TRIBUTES
IN RECOGNITION

Anna Wolak, on being named one of RBC’s Top 25 Canadian
Immigrants of 2014. Irv and Betty Nitkin
Charlotte Katzen, on her retirement as Executive Director of
Jewish Family Services. JHS Board and staff
Leslie Diamond, for being named to the Order of British Columbia.
JHS Board and staff
Perry Seidelman, for his inspirational leadership. Bill Gruenthal

MAZEL TOV

Shirley Barnett, in honour of the birth of her granddaughter,
Hannah. Gary Averbach, JHS Board and staff
Esther Caldes, in honour of the birth of her grandson, Ben. Joice
Myers
Marie Doduck, in honour of her birthday. Bill Gruenthal
Elana and Menachem Freedman, in honour of their marriage.
Susan Aizenman
Lois and Walter Gumprich, happy 50th anniversary. Noemi and Bill
Gruenthal
Sara Seidelman and Marc Solomon, in honour of the birth of their
son, Joseph. Kara Mintzberg and Josh Gibbons
Shelley and Perry Seidelman, in honour of the birth of their
grandson, Joseph. Noemi and Bill Gruenthal, Betty and Irv Nitkin,
JHS Board and staff

Anna and Arthur Wolak, in honour of the birth of their son, Joshua.
Betty and Irv Nitkin

SYMPATHY

Chris Friedrichs and Family, in memory of Rhoda. Gary Averbach,
Noemi and Bill Gruenthal, Betty and Irv Nitkin, Shelley and Perry
Seidelman, Lotti and Shael Smith, JHS Board and staff
Carol and Richard Henriquez, in memory of Belle. Kay Levey
Ida Moldowan, in memory of her father, Samuel. Kay Levey
Sheryl Rich-Kern and Family, in memory of her father, Gerald Rich.
Gloria and Gerald Rudy
Shelley Seidelman and Family, in memory of her mother, Rachel.
Gary Averbach, Esther Caldes, Sanford Cohen and Family, Lani
Levine, Betty and Irv Nitkin, JHS Board and staff.

DONATIONS

Darlene and Richard Ames, Marcy Babins, Val and Dick Bradshaw,
Leonor Etkin, Rhoda and Chris Friedrichs, Noemi and Bill
Gruenthal, Cyril Leonoff, Michael Levy, Lohn Foundation, Marsid
Family Foundation, Richard Menkis, Cyndi and Max Mintzberg,
Sheila Nemetz, Cornelia Oberlander, Shelley and Perry Seidelman,
Arnold Silber, Sheila and Lenny Smith, Ronnie Tessler, Linda and
Ted Zacks, Susan and David Zacks.

NEW MEMBERS

Gordon Brandt, Rachel and Ezra Shanken, Stevie Steiner.

Gail and Richard Wenner, in honour of the birth of their grandson,
Jacob. Sue and Lee Cohene

TRIBUTE CARDS
JMABC Tribute cards are the perfect way to mark a special occasion!
We have a wide selection of cards, all featuring photos from our archives
collection (including those at right).
If you’re looking for the perfect birthday, bat/bar mitzvah, wedding,
anniversary, or mazel tov present for the loved one who has everything,
this may be just the ticket.
Contact the office to send one today: (604) 257-5199
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